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I NVENTORY

AVIATION SETTING

The development of new airports capable of serving twin engine

piston and turboprop aircraft and with the ability to serve future jets is

essential for the continued development of industry arid commerce. Several

studies have been made in the past by industry and Federal Aviation

Administration agencies to evaluate the financial impact of an airport.

Each has concluded that airports contribute positively. Income from

aviat.'on flows into the communities around the airport from fuel sales,

parts and material, salaries and profits, and from air travelers through

recreation, motel and restaurant expenditures.

Wake County is economically strong. It has the highest family

median income of any county in the State and is growing moze rapidly than

the counties that rank first and third. It has great variety and depth in

the kind of inc stry that it supports. New industries are continually

moving into Research Triangle Park and the Raleigh - Cary - southern Wake

County area, Airport facilities capable of handling the needs of these and

future industries are essential to the continued economic growth of the

area,

The Consultant pzojects more than a doubling in the growth of based

aircraft over the next 20 years from 66, actual survey in Wake County in

1988, to 160 by 2008.

With aircraft growth, the inclusion of an instrument landing system

and runway 'ighting, the communities in southern Wake County should

experience economic benefits in terms of direct on-airport



erriplnyrrent and off-airport plant and industrial growth when

WakeSouth Regional is constructed.

While it is reasonable to project this substantial growth at

WakeSouth, a paradox exists in the general aviation industry which is

undergoing broad changes. Since 1978 the active f'?eet has continued to

grow but at a decreasing rate, The production of general aviation

airplanes has declined as has the number of student and private pilots.

Despite these facts, the FAA continues to forecast increasing numbers of

aircraft operations at nearby general utility airports'heir forecast

indicates, an expected growth rate approximate'.y equal to the anticipated

econorrric growth rate.

Overall Wake County has a strong and growing economy, A

potential exists for a good airport operation at WakeSouth with a need

by nearby industries for a future 6500'unway. Because of the

expected ubstantial growth in commercial aviation at RDU, the

Consultant expects general aviation to emigrate to nearby facilities.
For this reason, it is believed that the growth rate at WakeSouth

Regional will be considerably above the economic growth rate. This

will be particular?y true during the early years of the forecast

per i od e



INTRODUCTION

The southern Wake County area is gradually changing from a

basically agricultural area to one oriented towards commerce and industry.

The area is dotted with industries ranging in size from small to those with

well over one hundred employees. There aze a'so a number of first class

areas and municipalities which serve a residential communitie" for the

gzowing commerce and industry in the Raleigh and Research Triangle Park

areas.

Population of the study area is expected to increase hy over 40%

through the forecast period and the economy should grow at an even higher

rate. This gzowth wi 11 be quite uniform, however, the Fuquay-Varina area

is expected to grow slightly more rapidly than the Apex and Holly Springs

area.



INVENTORY OF ECONOMIC AND AVIATION REPORTS AND RELATED DATA SOURCES

1. NORTH CAROLINA AIRPORT SYSTEM PLAN, North Carolina Department of

Transportation, Office of Assistant Secretary of Planning, 1979.

2. AVIATION FORECASTS FISCAL YEARS 1987 - 1998, Federal Aviation

Administration, 1987.

3. POPULATION AND DWELLING UNIT PROJECTIONS, Wake County Geographic

Information Services, April, 1987.

4. WAKE COUNTY GENERAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN, Wake County Planning Board,

Revised November 1986.

5, INTERGOVERNMENTAL PLANNING AND MANAGING DEVELOPMENT IN WAKE COUNTY,

Wake County P'.arming Department, March l986.

6. PROPOSED GREATER RALFIGH URBAN ARFA THOROUGHFARE PIAN, North Carolina

Department of Transportation, December 1985.

7. WAKE COUNTY SUBDIVISION SPOT MAP AND REFERENCE, Wake County Planning

Depar"ment.

8. UNICIPAI~ I 0 YEAR GROWTH AREAS AND PERIMUNICIPAL AREAS AND AREAS OF

PRIMARY INTFREST, maps from the Wake County Planning Department.

9. 1980 CENSUS OF POPULATION, U. ST Department of Commerce, Bureau of

the Census.

10. STATISTICAL ABSTRACT OF THE UNITED STATES, 1987, U. S. Department of

Commerce, Bureau of the Census.

11. NORTH CAROLINA ECONOMIC INDICATORS - Various issues, North Carolina

Office of State Budget & Management.



SYSTEM OF AIRPORTS

There are eight airports shown on the aeronautical charts within a

thirty mile" radius of. the proposed WakeSouth Regional Airport. They are:

1. R~alei h Durham located about 17 miles north of WakeSouth and 9 miles

northwest of Raleigh. RDU has parallel NE-SW runways with lengths of

10,000'nd 7,500'. It is a hub for American Airlines and serves 8 other

major commercial airlines. It also has a high volume of general aviation

activity which is increasingly in conflict with the commercial airlines

operations,

2. ~Relet h East located about 27 miles northeast of WakeSouth and 12

miles east of Raleigh. It has a lighted 3,000'ong north-south runway.

3. Smithfield-Johnson C~ount located about 27 miles east of WakeSouth,

6 miles northwest of Smithfield and 21 miles southeast of Raleigh, It has

a lighted 4,400'ong NNE-SSW runway.

T~rf le-W located about 9 miles east of WakeSouth and 13 miles south

of Raleigh. It has a lighted (only on request) 3,000'ong northwest-

southeast runway.

18 milles south of Raleigh. It has a lighted (only on request)
2,800'ong

runway and no facilities.
6. Harnett ~Count located about 21 miles south sout:hea. t of Wakesouth

and 30 miles south of Raleigh, Jt has a lighted (request only) 3,700'ong

northeast-southwest runway.

7. Sanford-Lee ~Count located about 26 miles outhwest of Wakesouth, 3

miles outh of Sanford, and 40 miles southwest of Raleigh. It has a



lighted (request only) 3,000'ong northeast-southwest runway,.

8. Horace Williams located near Chapel Hill about 23 miles north

northwe t of WakeSouth and 24 miles west of Raleigh. It has a lighted

3, 500'ong east-west runway.

Of these eight, only two have the physical requirements and

capacity that the user's survey indicated would be required at WakeSouth.

fully utilized that general aviation users are seeking alternative

facilities. RDU currently experiences more than 500 commercial operations
/

and over 2, 000 general aviation operations each week day. This is

su".icient to cause delays, conflicts and potentially dangerous situations.

It also has caused general aviation users to seek alternative airports at

which to base their aircraft.

Smithfielrl-Johnson ~Count is the oi her .airport that ~henri meets

the size and capacity requirements. Its 4,500'ong runway is just long

enough to meet today's needs for potential WakeSouth users. It would be

insufficient in less than five years. In addition, Smithfield is not

conveniently located to serve the southern Wake County market.





TABLE 1

OWNERS TO RELOCATE

WAKE"SOUTH REGIONAL AIRPORT

OWNER/USER MAKE MODEL <rNrr NUMBER
MOVEMENTS/
MONTH

Air Lift
Air Lift
Air Lift
Air Lift
Aiz Lift
Aiz Lift

Beech

Beech

Beech

Grumman

Swear.ingen

Cessna

Bailey, James H.P. Jr. Mooney~ ~

~

~ ~

Baznhill, Bonnie O. Cessna

Baznhi'.l, Richard D. Be!lanca

Bloodworth, Charlie F. Beech

Bohannon, James R. Jr. Cessna

BE76

BE76

BE90

Tiger

SA26

C207

201

C172XC

SV

172

N6003R

N6630K

N7377

N28548

N642WM

N9756M

N984TD

N8027

N2811.0

N1848

10

20

10

10

]0

15

20

12

10

Bradley, '.E,

Bray, Thomas C,

Chester, Bruce

Chester, Bruce

Cessna

Cessna

Piper

Starduster-
One

172

140

J-3 Cub

N19878

N76671

N2040M

N156S

14

10

8-10

4-6

Clark, Eddy N.

Clark, Eddy N.

Drake, Herbert F.

Esterly, Bryan

Evans, Wallace N.

Cessna

Piper

Cessna

Cessna

Cessna

180 N2206C

C172

c320

N4948Y

N23JP

J3 Cub N26754

C172 '. > N78388

20

20

26

10

50



OWNER/USER MAKE MODEL
MOVEMENTS/

"N" NUMBER MONTH

Evans, Wallace N. Beech King Air . N77
B90

Flight Dynamics, Inc. Ultra Lite
Amphibian

10-15

Franklin Forestry

Grantham, Chuck

Hanberry, Howard

Hart, Charles E.

Haskell, Hugh B.

Hayes, Richard I .

Heart of Carolina
Aerial Surveys, Inc.

Heart of Carolina
Aerial Su"veys, Inc.

Piper

Cessna

Piper

Piper

Beech

Beech

Cessna

SEL N1252X

Commanche N9342P

BE36

BE55

N?2482

N48065

C206 N86HC

210 N5891F

PA-28-180 N7981N

Cherokee 140 N7291F

26

10

30

5-10

30

10-15

10-15

Industrial & Environ-
mental Analysts

Cessna C310 N2633Z 30

LaCasse, Martin G.

Lamm, Leon T.

Lamm, Leon T.

Long, Charles W.

Lore, R. James

Mattocks, Kit E.

Mattocks, Kit E,

Montague, Harvey L.

Meal, Bob G.

Piper

Cessna

Piper

Cessna

Bellanca

Cessna

Cessna

Cessna

Cessna

C172

Warr ior

C150

17-13ATC

C172

C150

C210

C210

N7573D

N8564F

N8009F

N28155

N12559

N22805

N6979B

N4948Y

PA22 160 N9026D 10

10

15

20

50

10



OWNER/USER MAKE MODEL "N" NUMBER

MOVEMENTS/
MONTH

Nenni, Michael S.

Page, G. Troy

Parzish, L. Wayne

Pazrish, L. Wayne

Parzish, LE Wayne

Cessna

Beech

Davis

C172

BE35

Acro Pro

Knight Twstr, Biplane

Low Wing
Monoplane

N5338D

N1720G

N6RQ

N1162

N3MR

20

12

20

12

20

Parrish, R. J.

Perry, Joel V,

Perry, Joel V,

Schiebel, H. Max

Cessna

Bel lanca

Pitts Special

Beech

C182

Citabria

95 Travel-
aire

'3171U
N1695G

N67CB

N5487

20

12

12

Shehane, Harold L. Home Built Aerospozt-
Quail

N99HS 12

Simpson, Steve M.

The Sky Group

Sky-5, Inc.

Cessna

Piper

Hughes

Simmons, Marshall F. Mooney

CT210R

PA31

500-D
Helicopter

N5796Q

N51584

N74950

N1110Q

16-20

10

100

, Smith, Louis C.

Southeastern Machine
& Tool Company

Stanley, Phillip L.

Cessna

Beech

Beech

C-182 N3395R

B-55 Baron N209SB

King Air ~ N288HH
C90

10

26

30

Strub, Richard D.

Thompson, Wiley

Piper

Piper

Stanley, Phillip L. Cessna T-207 N1743U

PA-28-180 N1346T

Cheyenne II N730PC
XL

20

15-20

18



OWNER/USER

Wilson, Christopher

Wilson, D. Warren

Wurst, Henry

Wysocki, Robert J.

MAKE

Piper

Cessna

Beech

Aero
Commander

PA-12 Cub N2542M
Super Cruiser

182 N4468N

King Air 90 N9HW

Single
Darter

N3601X

MODEL N" NUMBER

MOVEMENTS/
MONTH

50

30

40

15

Wysocki, Robert J. Rockwell Commander
112-A

N1189J

York Snacks Mooney Aerostar N8057J 10

10
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AVIGATION OBSTRUCTIONS

There are several radio and/or television towers, one cooling

tower, and on water tank in the vicinity of WakeSouth Regional.

Approximately four miles west of the site is the Shearon Harris cooling

tower which is 526'bove ground leve'I (AGL). About 1.6 miles northeast is

the Holly Springs water tank estimated at 100'GL. Five miles to the

north there is a tower that is 520'GL and one mile further to the north

there are a pair of towers that are 1057'GL and 1250'GL. Two miles

east there is a tower that extends to 265'GL and four miles to the

southeast there is a tower that is <08'GL. Some of these tower are

obstructions to air navigation as defined by FAA Part 77.

The objects that qualify a ob"tructions are the cooling tower four

mile" west (526'GL), the Holly Springs water tank (about 100'GL), the

two radio towers that are about six miles nor.h (1057'GL and 1?50'GL)

and the one that is two mi'les east (265'GL). The cooling tower and the

f.'rst two radio towers qualify because they exceed 500'GL; however, they

are not aligned with either runway approach. The other radio tower

qualifies because it penetrates the conical surface (Part 77 definition) by

86't a distance of 2.2 miles east of the northeast end of the runway.

This also is not aligned with a runway approach. The water tank qualifies

because is penetrates the horizontal sur,face (FAR Part 77) by approximately

20'. This tank is aligned with the runway. All of these objects are

lighted except the water tank.

An FAA airspace review should be conducted to determine the effect

of these and any other obstacles on Wakesnuth Regional. The Cnnsu)tant

11
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does not believe the this review will impact the construction of WakeSouth

Regional.

ACCESS SYSTEM

Surface transportation in Wake County includes highway and rail

systems ~

Two rai'ines serve .the southern part of the County. The CSX line

(formerly Seaboard) is parallel to and west of Route 1 and runs generally

northeast -southwest passing through Apex, northeasterly to Cary and

Ra.'eigh, northerly to Durham and southerly to Sanford. The Southern

Railway (or Carolina and Northwestern) serves Fuquay-Varina with track

leading to Willow Springs, Raleigh, and points north, to Fayetteville and

points south, and to Sanford and points southwest.

Major highway access to WakeSouth Regional would be via S.R. 55

which connec s to U.S. Route 1 near Apex and U.S. 401 and S. R. 42 at

Fuquay-Vazina. These U.S. routes connect to the beltway around Raleigh and

eventually to the interstate system. The actual point of entrance to

WakeSouth would be from S.R. 1115 approximately one mile south of its

inter ection with S.R. 55 in Holly Springs.

The proposed outer loop around Raleigh, when completed, will also

enhance access to WakeSouth. It will have a further impact in that it wild

open up new areas for development in southern Wake County. The Urban Area

Thoroughfare Plan shows the proposed airport's relationship to the Urban

Area highways both existing and proposed.

12
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POPULATION

Hobhs, Vpchurch & Associates, P. A. obtained data from the Wake

County Planning Department, the U, ST Census and a Statistical Abstract of

the United States for 1987 by the U. S. Department of Commerce Bureau of

Census. The data obtained from these sources concerned the growth and

economic potential of Wake County. Three major indicators of potential for

aviation activity include population, income and employment.

The Consultant examined the published zepozts previously noted

along with newsletters of the N.C. State Data Center and an article in the

Greensboro News & Record dated September 23, 1987. This information was

used to compile the accompanying Table 2 - COMPARISON OF POPULATION.

The table indicates a number of significant trends. First, the

population of North Cazolina ha grown moze rapidly than has the popu'lation

o'he c«untzy as a whole. Similarly, the population of Wake County has

grown at a higher zate than that of the State and the suburbs have outpaced

the County as a whole, The State data center forecasts these trends of the

County and the State to continue. Hobbs, Upchurch & Associates, P.A,

projects the more rapid suburban growth to continue, All of the

projections indicate more rapid growth in the near future with a gradual

slowing down as time progresses,

The article in the Greensboro News & Record indicates that the

population of Wake County grew by 21.2% from 1980 to 1986. This growth has

moved Wake into second place in Count y population past Guilford County and

second only to Mecklenburg. If this trend continue", the population of the

County wi) 1 be in excess of 415,000 in 1990 which is significantly higher





than the State's own projection shown in Table 2. Therefore, the

projections of population growth may be conservative. In any case,

conservative or not, they suggest vigorous growth and an increasing demand

for aviation services,

15



TABLE 2

COMPARISON OF POPUIATION

Trends by Area, Historical and Pro)ected

WAKE COUNTY (000)

YEAR

1960
1970
1980

PROJECTIONS

Raleigh

93.9*
122.8*
150.3*

Suburbs

75.1»
106,2»
151.0*

Total

169.1*
229.0»
301.3*

NORTH
CAROLINA (000)

4,556.1»
5,084.4»
5,881.8*

UNITED
STATES (000)

179,232.2»
203,302.0»
226,545.8»

1900
'995
2000
2005
2010

9»*»*
2P5 9»»**
22P 5»»»»
234 P*»**
243,3»***

2l 3 P»»**
6»*»»

28P 7*»»»
316 6**»»
35P,2*»»*

401,9**
452 5»**»
501 2»»
55p,6*»«*
593 5**

6,597.9**
923 1****

7,229.2**
7 496 9**»*
7,731.2*»

249,657***
259, 559*»»
267 955*»*
275,677*"*
283,342***»

1970-1980 + 22.4

PERCENT CHANGE

e 11.6
15.7

PROJECTIONS

'980-1990
1990-1995
1995-2000
2000-2005
2005-2010

25.7
+ 9.0

7,1
6.1
4.0

«1.1
~ 15.8
+ 13,8

12.8
+ 10.6

~ 33.4
~ 12.6

10.8
9.9
7.8

12.2
4,9

+ 4,4
3.7
3.1

10. 2

4.p
3.2
2.9

+ 2.8

TOTAL CHANGE

1980-2010 + 61.9

* 1980 Census

~131.9 + 97.0 + 31.4

N.C. State Data Center Newsletter, October, 1986

Statistical Abstract of the United States 1987

*"*" Hobbs, Vpchurch 6 Associates, P.A.



ECONOMIC INDICATORS

Several indications of the relative strength of Wake County's

economy are shown in Table 3. The projections indicate a much greater

share of the total U.S. market by the year 2005. The increase over the0
market share at the 1980 census is'xpected to be 50%.

The increase in average family income is shown in the second

section of the table, Income in Wake County is rising at a much more rapid

rate than in most parts of the State and nations Income in Raleigh rose at

an average annual rate of 5.9% duzing the 1970's. Income in the remainder

of the County rose at an average rate of 8.3'4 during the same decade. This

greater increase in the suburban areas suggests that the wozk force is

changing from agricultural occupations to service or industrial type

occupations and that the more affluent families are now choosing to

relocate to the suburbs. The Con ultant expects these trends to continue

but at a somewhat slower rate. The primary reason for the expected slow

down is that inflation has recently stabilized and is expected to remain at

lowez levels. The forecast values in the table are based on assumed

increases at an average. rate of 6% in the 1980's and 4.5'4 in the

1990's for suburban Wake County. The corresponding rates used for

Raleigh were 4.5'4 and 3,5%,

Only historical data is shown to indicate employment trends,

Unemployment in Wake County has traditionally been near the lowest in the

nation. The Consultant believes that conditions in Wake County are such

that unemployment should continue in the 3.0% to 3.5'4 neighborhood. It is

entete:t.ing to note that in 1970 the work force was 43% of the total County

17



population and by 1980 this number had increased to 53%. The inferences to

be drawn are a) young people are maturing, entering the work force and not

being replaced by an equivalent birth rate, b) senior citizens are

remaining in the work force longer, and c) married women are returning to

the work force. The first inference supports the idea of population

continuing to increase but at a reduced rate as stated in the preceding

section on POPULATIONS

All indications are that the income and economic health of Wake

County and suburban Wake in particular has been and will continue to be

among the strongest in North Carolina.

18
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TABLE 3

ECONOMIC INDICATORS

Wake County

1960 — 2005

MARKET SHARE

1960 1970 1980 1990 1995 2000 2005

Population (000)" 169.1 229.0 301.3 401.9 452.5 501.2 550.6

Market Share ('4 of US) .094 0.113 0.133 0.161 0.174 0.187 0.200

AVERAGE FAMILY INCOME (8/Year)

Raleigh

Suburbs

EMPLOYMENT DATA++

1969

11,704~~

10,033~*

1979

20, 829**

22,187~»

1989

32,350~**

39 7000**

1999

45,600"**

650aaw

Labor Force U~nem lo ed e U~Jr.em 3o 'ed

1970

1980

Ra le 'h Suhurbs

52, 331 45, 765

79,514 80,543

1,326

3,125

1,135

2,210

2.5

4.0

2.5

2.7

Raleigh Suburbs Raleigh Suburbs

* See Table 2

** 1970 and 1980 Census - Income Characteristics of the Population

*~~ Hobbs, Upchurch 6 Associates, P.A.
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METEOROLOGY

There is no available recorded information in southern Wake County

on wind and weather conditions. The Consultant discussed prevailing wind

patterns in the region with local aviation people and concluded that wind

and weather information from Raleigh-Durham would be suitable for use at

WakeSouth Regional. Some variations would be expected, however, dominant

wind patterns are expected to remain the same. Predominant winds are

northeast-southwest with strong and gusty winds out of the northwest after

storm fzonts go through the area and during thunderstorms and other severe

weather conditions. For a general aviation airport with most aircraft

su ceptible to stalls when cross winds become excessive, a single runway

oriented into the prevailing winds is recommended. The optimum orientation

of this runway at WakeSouth Regional Aizpozt would be <-22 or 5-23;

however, wind conditions are not the only controlling factor. The selected

runway alignment at WakeSouth Regional is 6-24, Thi runway alignment will
pzovide approximatelly 96.73% coverage at 13 knot crosswinds.

SOIL AND DRAINAGE CONDITIONS

Southezn Wake County consists of rolling hills and is spotted with

smal! lakes and is we'.1 drained by streams. The site selected for

WakeSouth Regional is a ridge line near Holly Springs. From the ridge, the

ground falls away to,moderately steep to steep slopes to large streams.

The majority of the surface soi ls are gravelly sands loams or si3t

loams. There aze some areas near the ends of the proposed runways and in

the clear zones that are described a" sandy loams. The subsoi ls aze

generally silty clay loams to clay.

20



Drainage conditions at the site as it exists in the natural state

are excellent because of the moderate to steep slopes adjacent to the

proposed airport. Because of the cutting and filling operations that will
be required to build the runway, taxiway, and aprons, it will be necessary

to exercise care in designing adequate drainage to assure that these

favorable conditions are maintained.

AIR CARGO

Significant air cargo operations aze carried on at RDV. The NCASP

forecasts continued growth of air cargo operations at RDV. No significant

potential for air cargo operations has been identified foz WakeSouth

Regional. The Consultant expects that an occasional air cargo shipment

would be handled by the fixed base operator, but that the frequency and

amount of the shipments would not be predictable.

GENERAL AVIATION ACTIVITY

The sources of information used for General Aviation Activity are

the N.C. Airport Systems Plan, FAA Aviation Forecast FY'87 - FY'98 and the

owners survey conducted by the Consultant. As previously mentioned, owners

of 66 aircraft have indicated they would base these aircraft at WakeSouth

Regional when it is completed provided it is adequate to their needs.

General Aviation activity at airports in and around Wake County

averages 750 annual operations per based aircraft according to the NCASP.

Data gathered in the owner's survey suggests that this value is high but

the sample may be incomplete, The Consultant has used values of 650
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annual operations in 1988 increasing to 800 by 2008. The level of

operations during the first year of service of WakeSouth Regional will

be 42,900 arrivals and departures, slightly less than one-half of which

will be local.

AIR TAXI

No specific information is available; however, the FAA forecasts

continued growth of Air Taxi/Commuter service. It is not expected to be a

major part of the operations at WakeSouth.
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FORECASTS

INTRODUCTION

Thc forecast of aviation activity as given in Table 5 is keyed to

the population and socio-economic factors described in the prior section of

this report. Note that there are indications of a strong economy with

population growing steadily and income growing rapidly. Employment is also

expected to remain at high levels. The growth represented by these

indicators of aviation activity suggest a potential for significantly more

aircraft and airport utilization,

Et is a'iso expected that the large increase in air carrier service

at Ra'leigh/Durham wil'. cause genera'. aviation aircraft owners to choose new

site at wh.'ch tn base their aircraft. There are currently more than 200

general aviation aircraft based at RDU. According to the North Carolina

Airport System P'an, RDU was functioning at close to capacity in 1976.

That Plan recommended development of RDU to maximum runway system capacity

along with the development of at least one and probably two general

aviation reliever airports'he development at RDU has been accomplished

and capacity of the improved facility is expected to be reached near the

end of this decade. Hence, many of the owners of the 200 plus GA based

aircraft will experience delays and inconvenience and can be expected to

relocate. This fact, plus strong economic situation in Wake County and the

lack of airports with sufficient runway length, leads the Consultant to

predict substantial growth in the eazly years of the development of

WakeSouth Regional. Values of 7'4 for the first five year period, 5'4 for

the next five year period, and 3% for the next ten year period were
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selected by the Consultant as growth factors in making the aviation

forecast. These values are used even though the current FAA Aviation

Forecast covering Fiscal Years 1987 to 1998 predicts very slow growth
II

through the end of that period.

Although there are sevezal airports within a 20 mile radius of

WakeSouth Regional, none has the facilities, runway length, or expansion

capabilities which are required to serve the area.

BASED AIRCRAFT

At the present time, 66 based aircraft are expected. The majority

of these will be single engine aircraft with four or more seats. Seventeen

are multiple piston aircraft with take-off weiqhts less than 12,500 pounds.

One is a helicopter. At the end of the first five year period, 92 based

aircraft are forecast and at the end of a twenty year period, 160 based

aircraft aze forecast. Of these 160, 7 are expected to be lazge aircraft

with take-off weights in excess of 12,500

pounds'RITICAL

AIRCRAFT

The critical aircraft in the five year period is assumed to be the

Learjet 25 with 200 operations. In the five to ten year period, the same

aircraft will be the critical aircraft but the annual operations will have

increased to 800, By 1998, the Gulfstream II is projected as the critical
aircraft at the 75% fleet, 60% load design*. Thirteen-hundred annual

operations are forecast for this aircraft in the ten year period which will
increase to 2,700 annual operations at the end of twenty years. It is not
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anticipated that a Gulfstream II will be based at WakeSouth Regional but

it is anticipated that aircraft of the Learjet or Rockwell Sabze category

will be based by the year 1998.

AIRCRAFT MIX

The majority of operations at qeneral aviation airports are in the

A and B capacity category~*. The Consultant projects that 5% of all

operations will be performed by category C type aircraft after the first
five yeazs. This is projected to increase to 10% at the twenty year

period. The "C" Category includes the corporate jet fleet and other

aircraft with similar approach and airport performance characteristics.

ENPLANED PASSENGERS

Enplanements from the new WakeSouth Regional Airport wi'll genezally

be charter passengers on business trips relating to industries in Wake

County. National activity for these users trend toward 2.3 - 2.5

enplanements per itinerant aizcraft departure. About 42,000 passengers

would use the new airport within five years and upwards of 87,000 by the

end of the twenty year period.

ANNUAL OPERATIONS

Annual operation are computed relative to based airczaft. The

Consultant has factored activity from 650 operations per based aircraft

current year to 800 operations per based aircraft by the year 2008. This
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produces 52,900 annual operations in the current year. and a potential of

128,000 annual operations by 2008. Itinerant instrument operations are

expected to reach a total of 6,<00 per year by the end of the foreca t

peziod, Thi" represents 5% of the total.

ANNUAL INSTRUMENT APPROACHES

The annual number of instrument approaches is projected to be 360

during the first stage of operation. If an airport zecords 200 or more annual

instrument approaches facilities may be pzogrammed by the Fedezal Aviation

Administration foz a non-precision instrument approach. The next

triggering level is 700 annual instrument approaches which qualifies an

airport foz programming of ILS/ALS facilities. WakeSouth is projected to

1 sreach this figure very ear'ly in the second stage.

PEAK HOUR OPERATIONS

The number of peak hour operations at VakeSnut.h is projected to be

16 when the facility opens increasing to 25 in five yeazs and to 49 by the

end of .he foreca t period. This suggest that very early in the second

tage a parallel taxiway will be needed. The Consultant believes that

when safety considerations are included, the bui'lding of the pazallel

tax.'way is warranted in the first stage.

ROLE OF AIRPORT

The role of the airport i.. defined in this report by two measure".

The first is the Dominant and Secondary Mission as defined by FAA and the
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second relates to airport approach systems and conditions as established in

FAR Part 77. This new airport is expected to function both as a reliever

to RDU and a feeder to larger hub airports throughout th« 20 year period.

It will increase from a medium density traffic center initially to a

moderately high density traffic center at the end of the forecast period.

The dominant role of the airport is forecast to be General Utility
with a secondary role as Basic Transport through the forecast period.

A non-precision instrument role with visibility minimums as low as

3/< of a mile is foreca"t for the first five years of operation of this

airport. Additiona'.'y, an elementary precision system is forecast for the

current year. Early in the second phase a more comprehensive prec.'sion

approach from the dominant southwest end is projected.
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TABLE 4

AVIATION FORECAST

WAKESOUTH REGIONAL AIRPORT

1988 - 2008

Based Aircraft

Current
(1988) 5 Year 10 Year 20 Year

A. SE 1-3 PL
B. SE 4+ PL
C. 1".E Piston ( 12, 5005
D. iE Piston > 12,500N
E. ME T.P. > 12,5005
F. Corp, Jet > 12,500}t
G. Helicopter

H. Tota'.

Critical Aircraft

17
31
17

66

23
42
24

1

1

1

92

29
52
31

1

2
1
2

118

38
71
42

2

3

2
2

160

mope Learjet 25 Learjet 25 Gulfstream II Gulfstream II
Annua
Operations

Aire aft Yix

A.

B.

C.

D.

N!x Index

200

75

25

800

70

25

1,300

65

30

2,700

60

30

10

10
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Current
(1988) 5 Year 10 Year 20 Year

A. Annual (Non-Pilots)

B. Peak Hour

41,800 57,400

40 55

87,000

85

Annual 0 erations

A. .otal

B. Itinerant

C. Instrument 650 1,600 2,600

42,900 64,400 88, 500

23,200 34,800 47,800

128,000

69,100

6,400

D. Operations/Based
Aircraft'' I—""

A. General Aviation~ r I

650 700

25

750 800

Annus! Inst.". ~Aroeohes

F»el Sales

AD u'et (Gal.)

B. Avgas (Gal.)

Role of A~fr ort

600 950 1,800

24,000 44,000

310,000 422,000

3, 500

109, 000

619, 000

A. Dominant-Secondary

B. Far Part 77

GU-BT GU-BT GU-BT

NP 3/4 P

(P)

GU-BT
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DEMAND CAPACITY

A new airport in southern Wake County would need to have a single

runway adequate in length to handle multi engine turboprop aircraft and

corporate jets. The projection of 42,900 annual operations in the first
year would at first seem to be insufficient to warrant a full parallel

taxiway. The projection is foz a rapidly increasing number of operations

in the early years. This coupled with the safety considerations of IFR

ope ations leads to a recommendation for constzuction of a full parallel

taxiway. In the past, the FAA has considered 25,000 annual operations as

the point at which a parallel taxiway might be considered.

If WakeSouth is constructed as recommended (full parallel taxiway,

ILS) it wi)1 have an annual capacity of over 200,000 operations and peak

~

1

i shour capacity of more than 55 operations in IFR conditions. These

values are determined from Chapter 2 of FAA Advisory Cizcu'ar '0/5060-

5. One of the assumptions in determining these values is that the

airport will have a highly efficient Air Traffic Control "ystem capable

of operating in a radaz environment. Since such a highly efficient

system will probably not be the case the capacity number should be

reduced somewhat. Even so, there should be adequate capacity through

the fozecast period.

The only airport in the area with the capacity to hand'le the

projected demand i" RDU. The capacity of RDU, however, is expected to be

exceed«d by the end of this decade even though a new runway opened in 1987.

The capacity will be exceeded because Amezican Airlines, which recently

established a hub at RDU, project.". major increa e in its scheduled service
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into and out of RDU, With RDU again out of capacity, the demand for a

facility like WakeSouth Regional will continue.

Existing highway systems throughout th» county will be adequate to

handle the approximate'ly 140 vehicles in the peak hour estimated to use the

airport.
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FACILITY REQUIREMENTS

The new airport to serve the needs of industries and residents of

southezn Wake County will need to be staged to meet the tests of economic

justification and to meet the needs of business and industry already

existing in the County. A need now exists to meet the operational

requirements of the turboprop King Air and the Rockwell Sabre 60 which will

require an approximate 5000'r more paved runway. Early in Phase III
there will be a need to accommodate airczaft in the Gulfstream II category.

The Consu'ltant recommends that the first phase runway be built to

standards of the Basic Transport fleet foz 75'4 of the fleet at 60% of

useful load. In the third phase, the zunway should be extended to handle

75% of the !3eet at 90't of useful load. These criteria re"ult in an

initial runway 100' 5000'nd an extension to 6500'arly in Phase III
(ll-20 years).

LAND

.he Consu'tant recommends the acquisition of adequate property in

the first phase to include the total projected land requirements for the 20

year forecast period. This will include for this airport enough land to

inc'.ude a future 6500'unway, clear zones, terminal, hangar and apron

requirements. Easements for some of the property at the ends of the clear

zones may be taken in lieu of acquisition of title in fee simple. The land

needs to satisfy these requirements are between 335 and 360 acres in fee

simple and between 75 and 100 acres in easement,
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TAXIWAYS

A full parallel taxiway should be developed in the first phase.

This recommendation is made because of the moderately high number of annual

operations in the first phase and because of the peak hour safety

considerations during IFR conditions. When the runway is extended to
6500'arly

in Phase III, the parallel taxiway should a)so be extended.

PAVEMENT

All pavement on the airport should be designed for an aircraft with

a gross weight not exceeding 30,000 pounds. In Phase III, the pavement

should be strengthened to handle aircraft whose gross weights exceed 30,000

LIGHTING

The Consultant recommends medium intensity lighting on all paved

areas, including as a minimum, the runway, parallel taxiway, apron, and

hangar areas.

APRONS'IE DOWNS AND HANGARS

The first phase apron should be developed to an approximately 240'

1250'ize. An area 185' 500'hould be provided for T-hangars and a

four acre area should be provided for corporate hangars. Apron and hangar

areas should be added in Phase II and III to bring the total apron to 240'

2700'nd to increase the number of T-hangar units to 50 and corporate

hangers to 5. The areas and units to be added in each phase are shown in
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Table 5.

TERMINAL BUILDING

A new terminal facility is recommended to provide space for

concessionaires, itinerant pilot lounge, offices and rest room facilities.
A new building of approximatley 3500 SF will be adequate through Phase I.
Late in Stage II, it will be necessary to increase the terminal building

area to 6000 SF. This building should be designed and constructed with

care because, in addition to serving aviation users, it will help to sell

the areas image to prospective industries,

One hundred to 150 automible parking spaces wil'e needed. The

precise layout of parking areas will depend on the proximity of T-hangars,

corporate hangars, and terminal building, One, two or three parking areas

could be required. One hundred additional spaces will be required before

th~ end of the forecast period,

CLEAR 20NES AND APPROACH SURFACES

In order to provide safe approaches to the airport, the Consultant

zecommends that property be acquired to assure an approach meeting FAR Part

77 of no less than 34:I at the northeast end and 50:1 at the southwest end.

This will provide the clearance foz a non-precision instrument approach

capability from the northeast and a precision instrument approach from the

southwest.

The clear zones recommended are 1000' 1700' 1510'or non-

precision and 1000' 2500' 1750'or precision.
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APPROACH AIDS

PAPI systems are recommended for visual approach aids at both ends

of the runway in Phase I. An NDB and a localizer are also recommended a a

partial instrument system in Stage I. A Glide Slope Indicator should be

added early in stage II. This system will provide for the orderly

expansion of services to users of Wake-South Regional.
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TABLE 5

FACILITY REQUIREMENTS
WAKESOUTH REGIONAL AIRPORT

Phase I
(0-5 Yr.)

Phase II
(5-10 Yr.)

Phase III
(10-20 Yr.)

I. DEVELOPMENT UNRELATED TO SPECIFIC RUNWAYS

1. Land

A. Acquire Existing 335-360 AC
or New Facility (Fee Simple)»

75-100 AC
(Easement)*~

2. ~Taxi@a s

A. Paving

a. New

b. Design

B. Lighting

Stubs to Para-
llel & Aprons

30,000 DW

Stub Taxiways

Stub to Extended
Parallel

3. A~sans and ~Han ass

A. Paving

a. New

Aprons 50,000 SY

Hangar Areas 20,000 SY

b. Expand

Aprons

Hangar Areas

B. Tiedown Positions

23,000 SY

11,000 SY

24,000 SY

+17,000 SY

a. New 60

b. Expand +20 +25
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Phase I
(0-5 Yr.)

Phase II
(5-10 Yr.)

Phase III
(10-20 Yr.)

C. Lighting

a. New Apron Apron 4 Twy. Apron 4 Twy.

AD Fire 6 Rescue

B, Obstruction Removal Y

* Includes area for runway, taxiway, aprons, hangars (35 acres), part
of clear zone.

~* Includes part of clear zone, part of transition surface.

II. .ERMINAL AREA DEVELOPMENT

1 . ~au i 1 d; n u

A. General Aviation Terminal

a. New

b. Expand

B. Hangars

a. Corporate

b. T Hangars

2. Auto ~Patk in

3,500 SF

3 Units

20 Unit"

~2,500 SF

1 Unit

10 Units

1 Unit

20 Units

A. Publ ic 8 Employee 100-150 50 + 50

3. Access

A. Highway Lane

B. Miles 0.8
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Phase I
(0-5 Yr.)

Phase II
(5-10 Yr.)

Phase III
(10-20 Yr.)

III. AIRFIELD DEVELOPMENT RELATED TO SPECIFIC RUNWAYS

1. Land to ~Ex and A~it oat

A. Clear Zone a Runway — Land Requirements Included in Section I

2. ~Pavin

A. Runway

a. New

b. Extend

B. Taxiway (Parallel)

a. New

b. Extend

3. L~iht i n

A. Runway

a. Mirl

B. Taxi way

a. New

C. Approach Aids

100'

5,000'0'

5,000'E-SW

5,000'ull

5,000'API

NDB
Localizer

Glide Slope
Indicator

'00' 6

500'0'

6,500'E-SW

6, 500

'ull

6,500'
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CHAPTER P

SITE SELECT ION REPORT
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SITE SELECTION REPORT

WAKESOUTH REGIONAL AIRPORT

Introduction

During 19SU, the Towns oi Apex, Fuquay-Varina and Holly Springs Jointly

applied to the North Carolina Department of Transportation for a grant to

study the feasibility of a Southern Wake County Airport. The application

was approved and Hobbs, Upchurch h. Associates, P. A, was selected as

consulting engineer . One of the tasks assigned to the consultant was

selection of an appropriate site, This report addresses that site

selection.

Before beginning the site selection process, several items needed for

the development of the Master Plan were collected and analyzed to arrive at

certain conclusions concerning the airport and the communities it will

se'rve.

These items and investigations include the following:

a. An inventory of existing airport faci lities serving the communities.

b. Forecasts of growth and aviation demand by the communities.

c . A survey of aircraft owners to determine demand for a new facility.
d. The United States Department of the interi vr Geological Survey Maps

for New Hill, Cokesburg, Apex, Fuquay-Varina, Lake Wheeler and Angier.

e. The Wake County Zoning Map, Tax Map and Subdivision Spot Map.

f. The Wake County General Development Plan
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g, The Orthophoto Topographic maps of much of Southern Wake County.

The survey of aircraft owners was done in two stages. In the first
stage, 566 questionnaires were mailed out,'7 were returned as

undeliverable and 86 were completed and returned. Of the 86 received, 50

responses were from owner/users that indicated a desire to base an aircraft

at the new facility while 17 were received from owner/users who would not

base an aircraft there but who would use it on a regular basis. In the

second stage, 351 questionnaires were mailed out (some were duplicates of

the first mailing), 37 were returned as undeliverable and 128 were

completed and returned . Of the 128 received, h3 were from owners/users who

indicated a desire to base an aircraft at the proposed facility; however/

24 of these were 'rom owners/users who

r

tOf the remainder, 26 owners/user . said

regular basis. A summary of the above

had responded to the first mailing.

they would use the facility on a

data fol'ows:

Stage I Stage II Total

Questionnaires Yailed Out

Returned as Undeliverable

Based Aircraft

Regular Usage

566

50

17

351<

37

19%*

25

917~

69

Includes some duplications from Stage I mailing.

43-25 dupl'icated from Stage I.
The total number of annual operations that were tallied from the two

sets of questionnaires i" 23,400.

Forecasts of population growth and re"idential and commercial

development were made by the municipalities. These forecasts predict
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substantial growth thzough the next 10-15 year period. They sugge t an

urgent need for the development of aviation service,

Once the owners survey and the growth forecasts indicated the need for

an airport, the owners survey was used again to assist in the determination

of the critical aircraft. The critical aircraft is that aircraft which has

physical and operational characteristics that establish the airpozt design

standards, The FAA sets these standards by placing all aircraft in "Design

Groups" and assigning them to an "Aircraft Approach Category". The

aircraft wingspan is the principal physica'. character, istic governing

airport design; hence, an aircraft is placed in a Design Group based on its
wingspan (I is smallest; VI is largest), An airer'aft approach category is

a grouping based on critical approach speed (A is slowest; E is fastest).

fThe survey of owners revealed that the critical aircraft foz initial
design of this facility is a Beechcraft King Air C-90. The characteristics

of this aircraft place it in "Aircraft Approach Category B" and "Airplane

Design Group II" as defined by the FAA. Combining the survey of owners

with the forecasts of growth and development and past experience, it is

reasonable to believe that in the future it will be necessary to expand the

proposed facility to handle an aircraft in Approach Category C oz D and

Design Group II.
FAA de.,ign standards applied to the initial critical airplane

reveal the need for a 4,300 foot runway for a general utility airport. The

survey responses of itinerant aircraft owners and the experience of other

similar airports in east central North Carolina suggest the need to

accommodate larger aircraft. Therefore it is zecommended that this airport
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be initially developed as a Basic Transport Airport using a i.earjet 25 as

the critical aircraft . This will require a 5, 000 foot runway with Cut ure

expansion capability to a 6,500 Coot runway. The number of annual

operations determined by the aircraft owners survey indicates the need for

a parallel taxiway.
it

The airport faci lit les inventory reveals that the only nearby airport

capablt: of handling the type of aircraft anticipated at Wakesouth Regional

is Raleigh-Durham. Raleigh-Durham is considered to be too heavily'tilized

and too distant to be beneficial to the commercial development of the Apex,

ilolly Springs, Fuquay-Varina area.

Items d, e, f and g listed above were utilized in the analysis of the

potential sites.

A~nat s is ot Potent la 1 A~lr art Sites

potential sites were selected for further investigation by studying the

USGS maps and t he vari vus maps obt a ined front Wake Count y. Pot ent ial s i tes

were required Lo have the area necessary to develop a 5, 000-0, 500 foot

runway with required clear zttnes and transition surfaces for a possible

instrument approach, a parallel taxiway and area suitable fur the

development uf adequate apron and hangar construction, When all these

factors are considered, the area required is approximately one quarter mile

wide by almost two miles long. The area had to be available without

encroachment of improved secondary roads or major residential or commercial

areas.

Seven sites were located in southern Wake County that had the potential

fur development. These sites are shown on the enclosed map. In order to



compare the sites, eight (S) specific areas of concern were developed and

ea«h site was evaluated with regard to each concern. Each site was ranked

on a scale of 1 to 5, 1 being the least favorable and 5 the most favorable.

The areas of concern and the weighting factors are as follows:

and proposed State roads with major emphasis on access for the throu

sponsoring municipalities, Apex, Fuquay-Varina and Holly Springs (10%).

2) T~o>~okra >~h: The topographical condition of the site with regard to

its influence on the development of the site as an airport (15rtr).

3) Orientat ion: The alignment oi'he airport will be limited to a

smail number of possible alignments because oi'he limitations on

available airspace in Wake County (20%).

l4) +will 4~3"a e: The prus>nt> l well as propos»d> lano usag» for areas

surrounding the site (i.e. schoo]s, churches, parks, residentia)

development, et «.) ( 10K).

5) Notse ~tm aot: The ootsr assoc>sled with thr airport ro'ay rdverrety

impact existing or proposed resid»ntial or commercial development (10%).

affect the ease and/or cost of acquiring It (10%).

7) Construction Cost: The oust of construction is clusely related tu

th«site ~ s topography and ctn vary greatly from site to site (20%).

B) Ut tlitius: The availability of onsite utilities. A) thuugh not

required fur actual airport development, th«presence of utilitius
>hvvld encovrag» indvstrlal development near th» airport, thereby

support ing the airport operation through the creation nf jobs and an
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increased tax base (5%).

On the following pages each potential site is individually discussed.

The location is given relative to some well known feature, to certain roads

and/or towns, The runway orientation is given as is a brief physical

description uf the site. Following the lo«ation description paragraph is

an analysis of the site relative to thu areas of concern listed above.
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SITE I1

Site No. 1 is located approximately 15,000'NE of the Shearon Harris

plant or 5,000'NE of the Shearon Harris Visitor Center. It is east of

S.R. 1127, a hard surface two-lane road and southeast of U.S. 1 which is

also a two-land road in this area. The site is about two miles from New

Hill. The runway alignment would be 1-19 and follows a ridge line along

land that is mostly
wooded'omments

on specific areas of concern:

1. This site has excellent accessibility to U.S. 1 and S.R. 1127,

however, it is somewhat remote from two of the sponsoring municipalities.

Access from Apex would be fairly convenient; from Holly Springs it would be

less so and from Fuquay-Varina it would be relatively poor (Rank = 4).

I t ~

1
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~ The topography i" such tha. an airport could be developed with

relative ease (Rank = 5).

3. The 1-19 orientation i poor. It represents potential conflict

with RDU (Rank = 1).

4. The land is present'y owned by North Carol.'na State University

and is designated as Research land. Most of it is wooded and undeveloped.

Some is privately owned. The Wake County Planning Department maps do not

show any proposed development at this site (Rank = 2).

5. Potential noise impact on proposed subdivisions appears to be

minimal; however, the 35 lot Creeksbend Hazelwood Subdivision and the 20

lot Hol'ly Hill Subdivision may be close enough to suffer some annoyance

(Rank = 4).

6. It is anticipated that the acquisition of this site would be



difficult because of its use and ownership (Rank = 1).

7. The preliminary estimate of the cost of constructing an airport

at this site is $ 4. 1 million. This assumes Stage 1 development
(5,000'unway)

of the airport using the value of the dollar in 1987. Full

development (6, 500'unway) is estimated at $ 5.3 million again using 1987

dollars, This estimated cost is among the most reasonable of all the sites

investigated (Rank = 5),

8. The site does not have convenient access to utilities (Rank =
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SITE $ 2

Site No. 2 is located approximately 16,000 feet south of the Sheazon Harris

V.'sitor Center and 13,000 feet southeast of the plant. It is located

southwest of Holleman's Crossroads which is the intersection of S.R. 1127

and S ~ R ~ 1115. These roads are both hard surface roads with two lanes, one

in each direction. The runway alignment would be 6-24 and it follows a

peninsula of land between two fingers of Harris Reservoir.

Comments on Specific Areas of Concern:

1. This site has good accessibility to S ~ R ~ 1127 and S.R. 1115.

S.R. 1127 provides convenient access to Route 1 and S.R. 1115 provides

convenient access to Holly Springs. The municipalities of Apex and Fuquay-

Varina, however, do not have such convenient access to the site (Rank = 3).

2. The topography lends it elf to the construction of an airport

(Rank = 5) ~

3. The 6-25 orientation is very good. It does not represent

potential conflict with RDU (Rank = 5).

4. The land is presently owned by CP6L who has entered into an

agreement with North Carolina Wildlife Resources Commission to designate

this land as game land. The site features a gravel roadway which runs

along the approximate alignment of the runway. The site also has a boat

ramp to Harris

Lakes'he

Wake County Planning Department maps do not show

any proposed development at this site (Rank = 1).

5. The potential for noise impact on proposed subdivisions is non-

existent (Rank = 5).

6. The ac'(,'u)..ition of this site is anticipated to be very





difficult because Carolina Power and Light, the owner of the land, has

entered into an agreement with the North Carolina Wildlife Resources

Commission establishing the site as game land. The recreational and

environmental considerations at this site would also make it difficult to

acquire the property (Rank = 1).

7. The preliminary e timate of the cost of constructing Stage 1 of

the airport at this site is 4.3 million dollars. Full development is

estimated at 5.6 million, dollars based on 1987 values. This cost is only

10'4 greater than the most reasonable of all the costs estimated for the

various sites (Rank = 4).

8. It would be necessary to bring utilities to this site (Rank =
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SITE $ 3

Site )(3 is located approximate 16, 500'SE of the Shearon Harris Visitor

Center and 18,000'E of the Shearon Harris plant. It is SE of Holleman's

Crossroads and is reached by an unpaved section of S.R. 1127. The

alignment of a runway at this site would be 7-25. The site follows a ridge

line in woodland south of S.R. 1127.

Comments on specific areas of concezn:

1. This site has relatively poor road access. It would be

necessary to pave 1.2 miles of S.R. 1127 between S.R. 1115 and the

continuation of S.R. 1127 to make this site accessible. The site is also

not very convenient to the sponsoring municipalities (Rank = 2).

2. The topography is such that an airport could be developed with

1

2 I t
~~ I

~ ~

relative ease (Rank = 5).

3. The 7-25 alignment is good. It should pose no problem with RDU

(Rank = 5).

4. The land is owned by CP & L and/or private parties. It is

wooded and undeveloped . The Wake County Planning Department maps do not

shown any proposed development at this site (Rank = 4).

5. Noise impact on proposed subdivisions should not be a factor.

.here are propo ed subdivision with a total of approximately 90

residential lots, 1.6 miles east of the northeast end of the runway. These

will not be in the critical noise area but could conceivably suffer some

annoyance from landings and take-offs if an airport is located at this site

(Rank = 4).

6. Acquisition of this site is expected to pose moderate
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difficulty (Rank = 3),

7, The preliminary estimate of the cost of constructing an airport

at this site is 3,9 million dollars for Stage 1 and $ 5.1 million for full

development. This does not take into consideration the cost of relocating

a power transmission line that crosses the center of this site. The

estimated cost of redirecting this power line is unknown but could be

significant (Rank = 5).

8. This site does not have convenient access to utilities (Rank =
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S I TE I 5

This site is located approximately 2.1 miles WSW of the center of Holly

Springs and nearly 5 miles east of the Shearon Harris Nuclear Plant. The

site is approximately 0.8 miles northwest of the nearest point on S.R.

1115. The proposed runway would have an alignment of 7-25. The site is on

heavily wooded land which follows a ridge line. Some of the land is

privately owned but most of it is owned by Carolina Power and Light.

Comments on specific items of concern:

1. This site has very good access to the road network. N.C. Route

55 is approximately 2 miles northerly along S.R. 1115 and then it is 4-1/2

miles again northerly along N.C. 55 to V.S. 1. The site is close to Holly

Springs and is equidistant from Apex and Fuquay-Varina. It is the most

convenient site as far as access to the sponsoring municipalities is

concerned (Rank = 5).

2. The topography is relative'y good and an airport could be

constructed with reasonable convenience at this site (Rank = 5).

3. The 7-25 orientation is very good. It represents little or no

conflict with RDV (Rank = 5),

The land is presently undeveloped and is owned by Carolina

Power and Light and private individuals or corporations. The Wake County

Planning Department maps do not show any proposed development at this site

(Rank = 5).

5, Noise impact on proposed subdivisions is non-existent, however,

there are existing residences in Holly Springs within approximately 1.5

miles of the east end of the runway. These would be outside the critical
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noise area but could experience some annoyance. (Rank = 4)

6. Property acquisition will not be a problem at this site. The

acquisition has been discussed with the owners and they have indicated that

they may be willing to donate the land for airport use. (Rank = 5)

7. The preliminary estimate of he cost of Stage l development of

an airport at this site in 1987 dollars is 4.4 million and 5.6 million for

full development. This estimated cost is approximately 10% more than the

most reasonable estimate of any of the sites'Rank = 4)

8. This ite does have convenient access to utilities. (Rank = 5)
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SITE L5

Site 55 is approximately four miles east of Holly Springs and four miles

NNE of Fvquay-Varina. It is east of S.R, 1301 and north of S.R, 1393. The

alignment of a proposed runway at this site would be 6-24. The site is

approximately half cleared and half wooded on mostly high ground. The

runway alignment would cross several tributaries to Middle Creek.

Comments of specific areas of concern:

1. This site has convenient access to the state routes and fairly
convenient access to U.S. 401, however, access to the sponsoring

municipalities of Holly Spring" and Fuquay-Varina is moderately

inconvenient and access to Apex is decidedly inconvenient. (Rank = 2)

2. The topography is poor, There are extreme differences in

elevation (about 130 feet) that make an acceptable profile almost,

impossible to achieve. There are a number of major streams that would have

to be p.'ped. (Rank = 1)

3. The 6-24 alignment is satisfactory and would pose little or no

difficulty with RDU. (Rank = 5)

4. This site is privately owned and used in part for agricultural

purposes, however, about half of the site is unused wooded land. The Wake

County Planning Department maps do not show any proposed development at

this site but several proposed subdivisions are close by. (Rank = 2)

5. Noise impact on existing residences and proposed subdivisions

may be a factor, There are several residences within one-half mile of the

southwest end of the proposed runway and several more within one mile of

the northeast end. There are also proposed subdivisions with a total of
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183 lots that are probably outside the critical noise line but could be

close enough to be affected. (Rank = 2)

6, Since part of this land is in use for agricultural purposes,

there may be some reluctance on the part of the owners to sell. Property

acquisition is expected to present only moderate difficulty however. (Rank

3)

7. The preliminary estimate of the cost of constructing Stage 1 of

an airport at this site is 10.5 million dollars with full development

estimated to cost 13.7 million dollars. This very high estimated cost

results from the topographic difficulties on the site. This represents the

highest estimated cost of any of the sites investigated, (Rank = 1)

8. This site does have convenient access to utilities. (Rank = 5)
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SITE I6

This site is located five miles east of Fuquay-Varina. It is east of

S.R. 2751 and north of N.C. 42. The alignment of a proposed runway at this

site would be 8-26. The site is partly wooded, partly clear rolling hills.
Several tributaries to Terrible Creek are crossed by the proposed

alignment.

'omments on specific areas of concern:

1. This site has good access to the State road system and is

convenient to U.S. 401, however, it is very inconvenient to the

sponsoring municipalities of Apex and Holly Springs and moderately

inconvenient to Fuquay-Varina. (Rank = 1)

2. The topography at this site is not good. In order to establish

f 1 I t

fa reasonable airport profile, there would have to be extensive cutting and

filling. Construction of an airport is possible but not easy. (Rank = 2)

3. The 8-26 orientation wil) present minimal conflicts with RDU.

This alignment, however, is approaching the limiting alignment recommended

by N.C.D.O.T. (Rank = 4)

The land is privately owned and some of it is undeveloped while
4

some is used for agricultural purposes, however, of critical importance is

the fact that much of the land is devoted to residential usage, There are

at least fifteen buildings on this site and many of these are private

residence . The Wake County Planning Department map shows four proposed

subdivisions in close proximity to this site. (Rank = 1)

5, Noise impact at thi. site would be a significant factor, There

are several existing homes within one-half mile of each end of the proposed
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runway. In addition to this, there are four proposed subdivisions

representing 101 total lots that would be at least partially

within the critical noise impact area. (Rank = 1)

6. Because of the residential and agricultural usage of this land

it is expected that the acquisition of this site would be difficult and

expensive. The need to provide for the relocation of the people currently

living in the residences on this site further complicates the issue of

property acquisition. (Rank = 1)

7, The preliminary estimate of the cost of Stage I development of

an airport at this site using 1987 dollars is 7.2 million dollars with full
development estimated at 9.3 million dollars. This estimated cost,

although not as high as the estimated cost for

outside the reasonable 'limit for an airport of

8. This site does not have convenient

Site $ 5, is still well

this

types'Rank

= 2)

access to utilities. (Rank
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SITE 57

Site 57 is located approximately seven miles northeast of the Shearon

Harris Nuclear Plant and midway between Apex and Holly Springs. It is west

of N.C. 55 and approximately 2.5 miles from the intersection of N.C, 55 and

U.S. 1. The alignment of a runway for this site would be 4-22. The site

is located on wooded land on a hillside along a tributary to the Little
Branch of Oak Creek,

Comment" on specific areas of concern:

1. This site has excellent accessibility to N.C. 55 and U.S. 1.

It is very convenient to Apex and Holly Springs but somewhat inconvenient

to Fuquay-Varina. (Rank = 4)

2. The topography of this site is poor. There is insufficient

material at the site to grade the runway. Additional material would have

to be brought in from outside sources in order to establish a pzofile grade

that meets standards. (Rank = 1)

3. The 4-22 alignment is marginal. It may represent a possible

conflict with RDU. (Rank = 3)

The land is privately owned and currently undeveloped and

wooded. The northeasterly end of this site is vezy close to the proposed

flouter

loop highway around Raleigh. The Wake County Planning Department

maps do not show any proposed development at this site othez than the

proposed outer-loop. (Rank = 3)

5, Potential noise impact on proposed subdivisions is non-existent

but there are seveza'1 homes and businesses along N.C. 55 within 0.6 miles

of the end of the runway. The occupants of these homes and businesses
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might suffer some annoyance while aircraft are landing or taking off.

(Rank = 3)

6. It is anticipated that the acquisition of this site would not

be difficult, (Rank = <)

7, The preliminary estimate of the cost of Stage 1 development of

an airport at this site at 1987 dollars is 8.2 million dollars with full
development estimated at 10.7 million dollars. This estimated cost is the

second most expensive of the seven sites investigated. (Rank = 1)

8. This site does not have convenient access to utilities. (Rank
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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

It was necessary to identify a number of sites in southern Wake

County to select a site for the Wakesouth Regional Airport. Because a

considerable area is required for an airport, it was difficult to locate

potential sites in this developing section of the state. However, seven

sites were identified as having potential for development and these were

analyzed. The results of the site analysis evaluation aze shown in Table

51 and the recommendations resulting fzom the analysis are as follows:

Site fl evaluated well in several areas but has poor alignment, is

used as research land by North Carolina State University and, because of

its usage and ownership, would be difficult to acquire. It is recommended

that Site $ 1 be eliminated from further consideration.

Site $ 2 has to be eliminated because of its use as game land and

recreational 'land per the agreement between CP&L, the owner, and the

N AC.W.R.C. This agreement also effectively forecloses any possibility of

acquiring this site.

Site 55 evaluated poorly in many areas including poor topography

and very high estimated construction costs, The possible noise impact on

existing and proposed residential areas and the use of the land for

agricultural purposes also contributed to the poor evaluation. It is

recommended that this site be eliminated.

Site $ 6 graded badly in evezy area except orientation, It should

he dropped from fuzther consideration.

Site l7 has poor topography, high construction cost, marginal

alignment and a potential conflict with the proposed outer-loop highway.
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It is recommended that this site be removed from further consideration.

The elimination of Sites 51, 2, 5, 6, and 7 leaves only Sites 3 and

4 to consider.

Site 53 was superior to Site N4 in one area — topography. It might

also be better in the area of construction cost except for the need to

relocate a major power transmission line which has not been evaluated.

Site I)4 was far superior in the areas of accessibility to the sponsoring

municipalities, ease of land acquisition, and the convenient location of

utilities. In fact, Site 54 received good to excellent evaluations in all
areas of concern.

After considering all the factors, the consultant believes that

Site lt4, due to its overall good to excellent evaluation, would be the most

prudent site for development. Therefore, it is recommended that Site $ 4 be

selected as the site for the Wakesouth Regional Airport.
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SITE ANALYSIS - TABULATION OF RESULTS

Site 1 Site 2 Site 3 Site 4 Site 5 Site 6 Site 7

Specific Area
of Concern

Accessibility

Topography

Orientation

Land Usage

Noise Impact

Land Acquisition

Construction Cost

Utilities

TOTAL

Wei ht

lOX

15%

20%

10K

10%

10K

20%

Rank Value Ran

4 0.40 3

5 0.75 5

1 0.20 5

2 0.20 1

4 040 5

1 0.10 1

5 100 4

1 0.05 1

3.10

Value

0.30

0.75

1.00

0.10

0.50

0.10

0.80

0.05

3.60

Rank Value Rank

2 0.20 5

5 0.75 4

5 1.00 5

4 0.40 5

4 040 4

3 0.30 5

4 0.80 4

1 0.05 5

3.90

Value

0.50

0.60

1.00

0.50

0.40

0.50

0.80

0.25

4.55

Rank Value Rank

2 0.20 1

1 0.15 2

5 1.00 4

2 0.20 1

2 0.20 1

3 0.30

1 0.20 2

5 0.25 1

2.50

Value

0.10

0.30

0.80

0.10

0.10

0.10

0.40

0.05

1.95

Rank Value

4 0.40

0.15

3 0.60

3 0.30

3 0.30

4 0.40

1 0.20

1 0 F 05

2.40

TABLE NO. 6
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MAP DISCUSSION

The map shows the southern Wake County study area and extends far

enough north to include the City of Raleigh, Raleigh-Durham Airport and

Research Triangle Park.

The sites discussed in this report are shown as yellow rectangles.

The size of the rectangle indicates the approximate size of the required

clear zones and transition surfaces for full development. The narrow strip

within the yellow rectangle indicates the runway length for full
development (6,500') ..

The orange circles represent proposed subdivisions shown on the

Wake County Planning Department Subdivision Spot Map. The numbers

correlate with the Subdivision Spot Map and its index. Only those

subdivisions are shown that are close to sites selected for evaluation.

The incorporated limits of the sponsoring municipalities are shown

with a heavy outline.

The proposed outer loop highway is shown as a dashed line.
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RUNWAY DEVELOPMENT

AIRPORT LAYOUT PLANS

Hobbs, Upchurch & Associates, P.A.,recommends a total first stage runway

lenatn of 5,000'y 100'ide. This lenath and width will satisfy tne

operationa'eeds of the Genera'tility f.'eet oi aircza t forecast foz

?nis airoort oz the oiannina oeriod, Duzina tne ten to twenty yeaz period

in Staae III, an extension to 6,500's recommenced for the Basic zansport

app ica-ion of this airport.

The consu:tant forecasts a total potential of 160 based aircraft by the

enc of the forecast period, with a demand of 128,000 annua'perations,

w.'th 69,100 itinerant operations.

TAXIWAY AND RUNWAY SEPARA.'ION

is recommenced tha" the taxiway system at the airport consi s" o a
rl

t t l t t
fu'. para el taxiwav with connections at each end and one intermec!ate

connec:ion. The para.lel taxiway is to be con tructec in the first stage

anc shou'c be 35'ide. The recommencec separation between runway and

taxiwav is 300'. ;his separation wi'1 zecuire the approva'= the FAA. It
is recommended because the norma; 400'eparation wou d pzesent extreme

construction difficulties. A 300'eparation is more "han adecuate to meet

the needs of the critica'ircraft. It is also recommendec tha" the

taxiwav be extended concurrent with the runway extension in Staoe III,
g APRON

An FBO and airport operations area is recommendec to be Ceve'loped on the

south side of the new runway near the northeaster'y end of the zunway. A

first staae apron of 240' 1250's recommended with additional areas
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fronting the corporate anc T-hangars. Apron and hangar expansions are

t 1contemp'lated in Stage II and Stage III and their sizes are indicated on the

Airport Layout Plan.

CLEAR ZONES AND APPROACHES

Clear zone area dimensions are established by the FAA and Federa

Aviation Regu~ations Part 77. The clear zones serve to protect anc hold

the approaches to runways su ficiently clear of obstructions in order to

allow safe final approach to the runways. The size of the clear zone

varies with the ca egory o'ircraft using the airport and by the aoproach

minima desired. Aircraft categories include utility anc 'arger than

uti litv. Basic categories of approach minima which wi' af'ect clear zones

inc'uce v!suai, non-precision ins-rument with visibility over three-

cuarters o= a mi:e, non-precision instrument with visibility as :ow as

three-cuar"er mi'e anc precision instrument. .he new runway, 7-2~, is to

be a 'irst-stage genera utility runway which wi be upgracec =o a basic

transport runwav curing the third stage. A precision instrument approacn

is recommended o Runway 7 for both Stage .'tage III runwavs. The c'ear

zone cimensions for this approach are 1,000' 2,500' 1,750'. The

recommencec approach to Runway 25 is a non-precision approach in S age I

anc Stage III. The cimensions of this approach are 1,000' ',750'

1 510>,

BL'ILDIÃG RESTRIC. ION 'NE
C~

Bui'ding restriction lines on ei her s!de of the runway are recommenced

to be 750'rom the center;ine of the runway.



TERMINAL AREA

A 3,500 scuaze foot termina'uilding will satisfy user needs thorough

Stage I. A 2, 500 sauare foot expansion is recommenced for State II, Three

'arge hangars should be bui t during Stage I along with twentvs unit of T-

hangars. It is anticipated that the FBO wi'll concuct maintenance

operations from one of the .'arge hangar units, In Stages II and III, an

acditional two corpora e hangar units should be acdec and an adcitional

thirty units of T-hangars.

NAVAIDS AND LIGHTING: The consultant recommends that the rotating beacon,

the segmented circ'e and wind sock, the two unit PAPI's, the NDB and the

oca.'izer be installed in Stage I. A g'ide s ope indicator should be added

in Stage II. The recommended 'ocation 'oz the beacon is in the terminal

z

t
l

oeve opment area on the south side of the runway near the noztheas-. enc.

The loca"ion zecommencec =or the segmented circ e - wind sock is a so on

the south side o='he runway between the Stage I apron and 'the Stage II and

II'l aprons.

Medium Intensity Runway Lighting (MIRL) is recommencec 'or the irst

stage and for the extended runway and taxiway system. PAPI-2 ;ights are

also incicated for both ends of the runway in the first deve opment stage.

The PAPI-2 system is recommenceo for re ocation when the runway is extended

in the third stage.

GENERAL h'OTE

The arrangement of facil'ties shown on the attached ALP is conceptual
r

anc intended to show an arrangement whereby the zecuirec areas and numbers

of hangars in the terminal area can be provided. This can be variec to
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accommodate individual operator reouirements to some degree and still be in

conformity with recommended development.
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TABLE 2 - 38
GENKRAL AVIATION

TaTAL taaaER OF LAaHGS
SY

AIRCRAFT TYPE AN) REGION
1987

REGIOH

PAGE 1 OF 2

AIRCRAFT TYPE ALASKAN
i

CENTRAL EASTERN GREAT NEM N)RTHMEST SOUTHERN SOUTH- MESTERH-
LAKKS ENGLAND H(XNTAIN MESTERN PACIFIC

TOTAL

FIXED MING

FIXED MING- PISTON

1 KNG: 1-3 SEATS
(X STAN)ARD ERRDR)

1 EHG: I+ SEATS
(X STAN)ARD ERROR)

1 ENGINE: TOTAL
('X STANDARD ERROR)

2 ENG: 1-8 SEATS
(X STAN)ARD KRROR)

2 EHG: 7+ SEATS
(X STAN)ARD ERROR)

2 ENGIHK: TOTAL
(X STAN)ARD ERROR)

PISTON: OTHER
(X STAN)ARD ERROR)

PISTON: TOTAL
(X STAN)ARD ERROR)I

FIXKD MING- TURBOPROP

502600
2d.d

1370910
28.6

1083848
20.5

10682
0

11687
30. 3

22360

0
0.0

1S86017
20. 3

855022
20.4

1080034
20.5

1921055
14. d

'104206
27.7

135157
28. 8

239863
20.2

0
0.0

2184819
13. 1

1182382
19.0

1876867
15. d

3359020
12. 2

250728
15.2

155573
21. 1

107301
13. 2

695
0

3767025
10. 9

3068235
13.4

2633912
10.5

5702177
8.7

154828
15.0

189163
20.8

611280
12. 2

28

8346494
7.0

383603
13. 0

1030030
17.0

1393842
13.0

88836
30.2

53117
40.6

139953
26.6

85

1533860
12. 1

1822814
14.9

2026749
10. 8

3849593
9.7

133787
25.6

07151
35.5

230938
23.2

3880538
B.I

2457221
16. 1

2210804
9.2

4668025
9.6

341808
19. 1

259904
29.2

601712
15. 7

5273
37.2

5272955
8.9

2882000
25.7

2293898
11.5

5175908
11.5

271100
25.5

1608 16
25. 1

431918
22.3

0
0.0

56078 11
12. 1

3161102
16. 5

2618725
14. 2

5782917
'lt. 1

5702SB
13. 6

355485
18. 1

025781
10. 9

10434

8719132
0.6

16524313
6.1

17 110090
4.9

33881442
3.9

2223780
6.6

1528426
$ .5

3752206
5.5

t6502
43.8

37133150
3.5

2 ENG: 1-12 SEATS
(X STANDARD ERROR)

2 ENG 13+ SEATS
(X STAN)ARO KRROR)

2 ENGINE: TOTAL
(X STAN)ARD ERROR)

TURSOPRDP: OTHER
(X STAN)ARD KRROR)

TURBOPROP: TOTAL
(X STAN)ARD ERROR)

2862

$431

0
0.0

0431

123116
37.6

10130

133218
35. 1

81
0

133327
35. 1

155667
21. 1

257159
31.5

I'12826
23.3

1285

411111
23.3

290820
23.6

24030
39.5

311850
22.0

053

315812
21.$

28630
0

31984
4

58614

408

22214$
11.7

127985
31.3

350134
8.7

40616

50022 601050

51315
39. 1

37010
0

t$ 1355
39.2

4747
4

19d 132

238187

80735
0

318022
41. 2

275170

504101
31.3

328458
15.2

55924

382382
15. 1

267

" 38264$
15. 1

1512136
10. 5

624007
19. 8

2188 tl3
$ .4

324158

249060'1
11.0

IN)ICATES A STAN)ARO ERROR GREATKR THAN 50.0X

N)TE: ROM AN) COLUtdt SU)d(ATIOHS HAY DIFFER FROH PRINTED TOTALS OUE TO ESTIHATIOH PROCEDURES.
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TABLE 2 - 38
GENERAL AVIATION

TOTAL ICKIER OF LAN)INGS
BY

AIRCRAFT TYPE AM) REGION
1987

REGION

PAGE 2 OF 2

AIRCRAFT TYPE ALASKAN CENTRAL EASTERN GREAT NEV INRTHVEST SOUTHERN SOUTH- VESTERN-
LAKES

ENGLAND)

IE)UNTAIN VESTERN PACIFIC
TOTAL

hl

hP

FIXED VIHG- Tl%804KT

2 EHGIHE TURSMKT
(% STAN)ARD ERROR)

TSSMKT: 07% R
(S STANDARD ERROR)

TURQOJET: TOTAL
(% STItC)ARD ERROR)

FIXED VINO: TOTAL
('5 STltC)ARD ERROR)

ROTORCRAFT

F'ISTON
(% STAORD KRROR)

TURBINE
(X STAR)ARD ERROR)

ROTORCR AFT: TOTAL
(5 STA)NARD ERROR)

OTHER
(5 STA)C)ARD KRROR)

TOTAL
(X STAN)ARD KRROR)

0
0.0

50

1095507
20. 2

3731
37.5

00381

103115
40.0

2098B52
19.4

78585
30.0

5210
41. 1

81775
28.3

2370721
12.2

81807
35.8

10550
39.6

95357
32. 1

10356
35.0

2404434
11.7

243142
21. 1

18153
2B.O

281295
10.8

4442431
0.5

107837
31.2

301330
20.2

580187
17.0

79015
30. 1

51 10613
8.5

262425
15.8

12879
38.6

275304
15.2

6037610
7.3

123203

81558
43.2

207750
34.0

148135
28.6

7293504
7.1

S4864
4

207

55071

16477S3
11.5

46609
38. 1

54018
31. 1

101527
24.3

21963
48.B

1771243
10.8

01594
27.1

7696
30.8

QQ 172
28.8

1664820
9.3

214868
25. 8

1007529
35.2

1301128
28.8

64738
39.5

3261119
9.2

83301
29.2

7221
30.4

90587
27.2

5559821
6.7

20 1302
30.2

151239
36. 7

486210
21.$

85118
44.4

6610021
7.9

133280
24.2

6746

167069
25.5

6241294
10. 2

128002 1

8001 12
41.7

2081521
37.9

280515

8212562
9.8

190842
18. 5

5043
45.3

195885
18. 1

1171073
8.3

63490
16.2

1231563
7.9

7297686 41158314
8.0 3.3

365840
26.0

1732469
12. 4

411371 3182811
19.6 20.2

777211 4915280
IB.O 13.8

84982 804545
38.0 15.6

8 159850(~ 4/878(1 39
8.1

INDICATES A STA18WtD KRROR GREATER THAN 50.0X

lOTE: ROW A)K) COLLNN SIQQ(ATIONS IIAY DIFFER FRDH PRINTED TOTALS OUE TO ESTINATIOH PROCEDURES.
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TASLE 6
ACCIDENtS, FATAL!'IIES, AND RATES

UoS. GENERAL AVIATION
1978 1988

Accidents

FetalYear Total

Fat ~ I it les

Tote l Aboard
Aircraft
Hours FI~

Accident RatesQ
Per 100,000
Aircraft Hours
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

Total Fatal

1978 4216 719

1979 3818 631

1980 3590 61S

1981 3500 654

1982 3233

1983 3075 555

1984 30'10 543

1985 2741 498

1986 25S1 471

1987P 2471 435

198SP 2332 438

1556

1221

1239

1282

1187

1039

961

830

1398

1203

1230

1261

1171

1057

1018

941

874

34,S87,000

38,641,000

36 g 4 0 2 g 0 0 0

36,803,000

32,095,000

31,048,000

31,510,000

30,590,000

29,317,000

29,ZOS,OOO

29,350,000

12.0S

9.Sb

9.86

9a51

10.06

9.54

8.95

8.80

8.46

7.95

2.06

1 ~ 63

1.69

1.78

'l F84

1.79

1.72

1.62

1 ~ 61

1o49

1.49

P Preliminary data.

Source of estimate I FAA.

All operations other than those conducted under 14 CFR 121 or 14 CFR 135.

Q Suicide end eebotepe accidents excluded from rates ae follow!
Total ~ 1978 (2), 1980 (1), 1982 (3), 1983 (1), 1984 (3), 19SS (3), 1987 (1)
Fetal ~ 1978 (2), 1980 (1), 1984 (2), 1985 (2), 19b7 (1)



From AOPA Table 2-38,
Total Landings by Fixed
Wing Aircraft in 1987 41g158g314

Xn telephone call
with AOPA the other
years values are 1986 42~073g687

1985 = 38,597,617

Total Landings = 121,829,618

Total Operations = 2 x 121,829,618 = 2.44E8

These are the values in the Slides in Section V.2

NUREG/CR-2859, contains the "Boonin" data referred to in Section
~

~

~

V.2 of Slides
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In a telephone call, GAMA advised that number of fatal crashes of
fixed wing aircraft was as follows:

From Telex
Year Fatal

From Phone Call
Fixed Win Fatal

0 Calculated
Fixed Win Total

1978 719

1979 631

1980 618

1981 654

1982 591

1983 555

1984 543

1985 498

1986 471

1987P* 435

19 8 8P* 438

670

592

569

610

539

503

496

455

424

396**

399**

93.2

93.8

92.1

93.3

91. 2

90. 6

91. 3

91. 4

90.0

91.0**

91.0**

Total crashes for 1985 — 1987 = 455 + 424 + 396 = 1275

Notes:
* Preliminary Va3.ues

** This data was not yet available. Assumed 914 for 1987 and
1988 and calculated number of Fixed Wing Fatal
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